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This book provides an electrifying and
edifying account of the technical details
surrounding the souls fascinating journey
from heaven to a babys body in the womb
of a pregnant woman. It unveils the manner
in which the soul is connected to the
physical body. It then offers a detailed
discussion on how the soul disconnects
itself from the physical body during the
process of death; for its return journey to
the spiritual realms; where it holds inherent
citizenship. Following its return to the
spiritual realms, the soul takes up residence
on a spiritual abode, which corresponds to
the magnitude of the moral and spirit
merits or demerits the soul amassed while
on earth. During the souls transient
presence on this physical realm, it is
expected to accumulate experiences by its
own initiative; through its three cardinal
agencies of mind, emotions and the
physical body. The natural liberty for the
soul to act with absolute discretion is
known as freedom of choice; which is
designed to enable the soul pursue only
those courses of action, whose experiences
it considers valid for its spiritual schooling
on earth. The soul is also expected to
judiciously exercise its freedom of choice,
using its indispensable instruments of
wisdom and love. Every course of action
embraced by the soul generates
corresponding consequences, which the
soul must single-handedly assume. During
the souls active life on this physical realm,
the deeds and activities undertaken by the
soul are faithfully and automatically
recorded on a magnetic corpuscle. This
recording is of such sophisticated detail
that it is entirely impossible to miss even
the minutest aspect of the souls totality of
activities embarked upon while on earth.
Therefore, this record constitutes a perfect
audio-visual replica of the souls entire span
of deeds, activities and experiences during
its physical life. When the souls legitimate
lifespan on earth comes to an end by way
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of death, the soul is then irreversibly
disconnected from the physical body, and
quickly ascends to the spiritual realms.
Also, during death, the fully documented
account of the souls deeds, activities and
earthly experiences form a mass of energy,
which is infallibly and immutably attached
to the soul. The soul departs from the
planet earth to the spiritual realms, with
this mass of energy bearing the full
chronological and graphic account of its
life on earth. The quality and beauty of the
particular realm on which the soul resides
after death, perfectly corresponds with the
quality of the souls accompanying earthly
account.
Therefore,
the
soul
is
automatically pulled to the realm which has
the same properties and qualities as the
souls earthly account; attached to it with a
marvelling degree of faithfulness; similar
to the manner in which a dogs tail is
attached to the body of the dog. If the
content of the souls earthly account is
wholesome
and
agreeable,
it
is
automatically drawn for residence on the
corresponding realm. Nonetheless, if the
souls earthly account is unwholesome and
disagreeable, it is equally drawn for
residence on the corresponding realm.
Therefore, this book also furnishes
descriptive details of the quality of life
available on each of the myriads of
spiritual realms, where the soul may find
itself residing after death. The book offers
a riveting revelation on the means through
which the soul can consciously choose the
spiritual realm where it wishes to reside
after death.
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First hint of life after death in biggest ever scientific study The Soul After Death is a comprehensive presentation of
the 2, 000-year-old what lies beyond the veil of death is not fully visible to us in this life, nonetheless, Does the soul
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cease to exist after death? carm We consist of Spirit, soul and body. But what does that mean exactly? What happens
to Spirit, soul and body after death? Bible truth. Life After Death What Happens After we Die? Aug 30, 2014 - 7 min
- Uploaded by MLordandGodThe SOULS DESTINY is to be RE-UNITED with its body at the Last Judgemen Links: 1
Spirit, Soul, Body - The Truth About Life After Death Hinduism: Death and Life Beyond Death An explanation
of what human souls experience after physical death, in the afterlife, or astral worlds. FST: Spiritual Teachings:
Journey of the Soul: Death and Dying The life of the individual begins at conception, when the soul associates itself
To consider that after the death of the body the spirit perishes, Abdul-Baha The Soul After Death: Fr. Seraphim Rose:
9780938635147: Amazon Nov 7, 2016 LIFE AFTER DEATH: Shock claim of evidence showing consciousness may
continue as a SOUL. THE human conscious lives on after death, Life After Death by St. John Maximovitch, a
description of the first 40 All you wanted to know about death and the life beyond. The Third Place Karma And
Reincarnation (i) How Soul Departs After Death The Departing Soul Life After Death Presbyterian Mission Agency
Where we go after death is determined by the purity of our subtle body and the and researched cases of past life
experiences clearly point to life after death. In all .. and intellect as opposed to the soul within Resulting in lower
spiritual level. Life After Death - Soul Guidance Oct 28, 2012 Understanding where consciousness comes from could
solve mysteries such as what happens to the soul during near-death experiences, Researchers claim that humans have
souls which can live on after If souls existed as separate entities that lived on after we died, that would mean we have
Though we may die, Jesus says, I am the resurrection and the life. What happens after death? He is not providing
doctrinal statements about life after death. From the human perspective, when you die the dead dont know anything in
that the spirit returns Journey of Souls - Afterlife 101 Oct 29, 2012 Now, Dr. Stuart Hameroff, a scientist who studies
quantum consciousness, is attempting to explain what happens to the soul after death. Is There Life After Death?
Scientist Attempts to Explain What A compilation of information about the afterlife, proof of life after death and
other In addition, concepts relating to a souls life here on earth are covered in order What happens to the HUMAN
SOUL after Death? Here is the The afterlife is the concept of a world, or the world itself (whether physical or
transcendental), After death, Life after death, and Hereafter redirect here. For other uses, see .. After death, the soul is
brought for judgment. Those who have What happens after death to life and the soul? - Quora When the soul departs
from the body, the life-breath follows: when the life-breath departs, Hinduism speaks of the four courses that men
follow after death. Life After Death The Afterlife Death & Dying Reincarnation What Oct 29, 2013 Evidence of
life after death continued to rise with the ground-breaking addition of work from hypnotherapists such as Dolores
Cannon, Dr. Ian Life after death: The evidence does not directly tell us what happens after we die, to other souls or
spirits that are as aware of the truth and the life as you are. Life After Death - The Truth Contest In following the
journey of the soul, death truly becomes a great adventure in which the way is opened for the soul to pass from one
realm of life into another. Afterlife - Wikipedia Jun 14, 2004 Is the soul conscious after death? This is not a The death
of the body is the gateway into a fuller and larger life into which the soul passes. The Subconscious Strata of the
Soul-Life and the Life of the Spirit Oct 7, 2014 Death is a depressingly inevitable consequence of life, but now
scientists believe they may have found some light at the end of the tunnel. Scientist Shows What Happens To Soul
After Death (VIDEO Nov 5, 2016 The idea that human consciousness lives on after death has been put only to return
to the bodys cells if the host is brought back to life. Death and the Afterlife HAPPY SCIENCE Official Website Jun
19, 2015 Death is not the end of life. Where Do Souls Go After Death? The destination that souls take after death
varies, and souls can be divided What Becomes Of The Soul After Death - The Divine Life Society Life After Death
by St. John Maximovitch, a description of the first 40 days after death. [5] Some souls find themselves (after the forty
days) in a condition of 8. The Consciousness of the Soul After Death For even during life, soul and spirit can be
observed by the senses only in so far as they attain to external expression in physical processes. After death such an A
Look At The Souls Journey After Death - Collective Evolution Life after death includes not only departure to be with
God but a final judgment and When we die our souls (and only our souls) go to be with God. But this is LIFE AFTER
DEATH Claim evidence shows consciousness may Mar 11, 2013 Furthermore, life after death is so desirable that the
temptation to you wont come back posting here after youre dead and your soul is alive.
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